ACCEPTANCE OF THE REGULATIONS FOR THE
TRACK DAYS AT THE CIRCUIT DE BARCELONA-CATALUNYA
GENERAL CONDITIONS
The person hiring the service to lap on the track with his/her vehicle, may choose among all those series of laps available on the
corresponding day, as long as the maximum number of participants allowed at each series has not been achieved yet. The
reservation of the lap series will be made strictly in order of arrival. When the payment is done on site or on presentation of the
corresponding payment ticket, the participant will receive the stickers for each lap series hired, which will be the only voucher to
access the track.
The maximum number of participants for each lap series will be fixed according to the actual needs.
1. RESPONSIBILITY WAIVER
The Circuit is excluded of any responsibility as regards any material damage and similar damages to third parties or arising from a
possible accident, the costs of which will be exclusively met by the user or the insurance policy he/she might have taken out.
Likewise, the Circuit does not assume any responsibility for robbery and theft that may happen at the circuit.
The user declares, that from the first moment he/she uses the track, he/she is doing it assuming the risks involved and waiving any
penal or civil action regarding contractual or extra-contractual liabilities against Circuits de Catalunya, SL, or their staff and
contractors.
Track users under 16 years old are not allowed. Users under age, i.e. between 16 and 18 years old, wanting to participate in the
track days will have to submit a written authorisation and a photocopy of the identity card or passport of one of their parents or
legal guardian to the organisation. No children under age will be admitted without the documents requested in these regulations.
2. PREREQUISITES
1.

Admitted vehicles:
a. Motorbikes from 125cc (minimum cylinder capacity). No scooter-type bikes allowed.
b. Cars without trailer (except trucks, people carriers and allterrain-vehicles)
2. Drivers’/Riders’ equipment
All participants must wear adequate clothing, consisting of:
Cars: safety-belt and homologated protective helmet, towing hook in the front and the rear.
Motorbikes: Homologated protective helmet, leather suit, boots and leather gloves.
3. Number of participants:
Only one occupant per motorcycle is allowed. should anybody have a reasonable need to have a co-driver on a car on the track
day, the participant will have to pay the additional insurance fee.
4. Riding/driving regulations:
Track day participants commit themselves to follow and accept the indications given by organization staff and track marshals at all
times.
As a basic rule, users must ride/drive their vehicle on the circuit track with the needed diligence and caution in order to avoid risks
for themselves and other people or damages to the circuit.
Moreover and for safety reasons, the user will have to make some laps at a sufficiently moderate speed in order to make a
thorough reconnaissance of the track and to get to know its difficulties and eventual irregularities of the ground or asphalt
conditions that may have an effect on safety.
3. INSURANCE OF THE OCCUPANT
The Circuit has an accident insurance available for users, covering death and disability with a benefit of a maximum of 30,000 Euros
per rider/driver, and health assistance for injuries arising from an accident during the track day, at social security centres or other
centres recommended by the Insurer, with a maximum covered capital of 6,000 Euros.
In order to let the insurance cover become effective, the user must contact the responsible persons of the circuit on site. The Circuit
has the circuit hospital, two ICU ambulances, two doctors and two paramedics at the disposal of the users.
4. OPERATION
The Organization will provide for the lap series as follows:
Every series will last effectively 30 minutes, during which accredited participants may lap on the track. Once the time has run out,
all participants on the track will be called in to allow for the start of the next series.
Track days will not be suspended due to the weather conditions. The purchase of a ticket and the signature of the track day
regulations involve the acceptance of the possibility of having to lap on a wet track.
5. SAFETY MEASURES
The organisation will provide for fast intervention vehicles at the track and tow trucks to recover vehicles. The availability of a
closed circuit TV system controlled by a team of professionals contributes to assure the safety of all riders/drivers.

6. PROHIBITIONS
Please remember the total prohibition of competitions between participants of a lap series. Should the organisation consider that
the behaviour of a participant negatively affects the development of the series, we reserve the right to ask him to leave the track.
Should it be necessary, the organisation may even decide to stop the series momentarily.
Likewise, it is up to the organisation to decide whether a vehicle may be authorised to lap on the track or not, if it may cause
damages to the track.
Drifting is not permitted.
The organisation reserves the right to suspend a track day if there are enough reasons that justify a decision as such.
7. ACCESSES
The access to the track and the pit lane will be restricted at all times and only drivers/riders participating in the corresponding
series will be authorised to access.
Participants may park their vehicle in the paddock area where they will have water and power connections available.
Participants may hire a pit garage for the duration of the track day. The pit garage is a private space, ideal to carry out repair
work or fine tuning of the vehicles.
There will also be a petrol station service available.
All of these services are conditioned to their availability at the circuit and therefore there may be changes or cancellations out of
need or safety.
8. PRICES
The prices of all services are available for the public at the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya. Any change will be published well in
advance.
9. ISO 14001 OBLIGATIONS
1.
The person hiring the services of Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya is aware of the commitments undertaken by
CIRCUITS with the environment (ISO 14001 CERTIFICATION), and commits him/herself to comply with the
environmental regulations and other requirements as regards application, development and maintenance of an
Environmental Management System, following the behaviour principles stated below:







Do not throw any liquid waste into the drainage system of the site without previously asking the
people responsible at the Circuit.
Do not cause any air pollution or cause significant noise.
If necessary, use efficiently and give preference to environment-friendly products.
Use water and energy efficiently.
Have the necessary absorbent material available to remove possible accidental spilling while
handling dangerous products.
In order to carry out activities that might produce risk situation, you must inform CIRCUITS about
the safety measures needed in order to prevent them.

Note: Circuit de Catalunya members will enjoy 25% off the ticket price for a lap series, having free access to the facilities, including
one accompanying person.
The payment is due on the same day at the Control Tower of the circuit or in advance through the usual sales points of the Circuit.
Hiring this service involves the acceptance and knowledge of theses regulations.

